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About TARCOG 

 

 

Established by a local initiative in 1968, the Top of Alabama Regional Council of Governments (TARCOG) aims to identify and address common regional 
issues, opportunities, and challenges of Northeast Alabama’s municipalities and counties.  TARCOG serves as Substate Planning District Twelve and the Area 
Agency on Aging.  The governments of five northeast Alabama counties, DeKalb, Jackson, Limestone, Madison, and Marshall, and the municipalities located 
in these counties make up TARCOG.  TARCOG helps local governments by obtaining funding for local government assistance, coordinating local 
governments’ responses to regional issues, and providing a wide range of services to the region’s governments and residents.  This document was prepared 
and designed by the TARCOG Department of Planning and Economic Development. 
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TARCOG Recovery + Resilience Program  

This report constitutes the Recovery + Resilience Program of the Top of Alabama Regional Council of Governments (TARCOG).  The purpose of the program is 
to provide technical assistance to communities within the TARCOG Economic Development District (EDD) in regard to the long term recovery of their 
community facilities, infrastructure and economies, etc., that were impacted by the tornado outbreak of April 27, 2011, as well as provide guidance and 
support for economic resilience and recovery from future natural disasters and economic shock. 

 

On April 27, 2011, an outbreak of tornadoes struck the State of Alabama and many other parts of the Southeast.  These were the most devastating tornadoes 
that the State has experienced in over 50 years.  Beyond loss of life, injury and property damage, the economic impact of this outbreak of tornadoes was 
significant.   According to a preliminary report on the economic and fiscal impacts of the tornadoes prepared by Samuel Addy, Ph.D. and Ahmad Ijaz of the 
Center for Business and Economic Research of the University of Alabama: 

 

“For the Alabama economy, the April 27 tornadoes will initially reduce (i) GDP by $835 million to $1.3 billion or 0.5-0.7 percent, (ii) employment by 
about 5,600-13,200 jobs or 0.2-0.5 percent, (iii) state tax collections by $19.1-44.5 million or 0.2-0.5 percent, and (iv) local sales tax receipts by 
$4.4-10.2 million in 2011.” 

 

Every county within the EDD (DeKalb, Jackson, Limestone, Madison, and Marshall) was affected by this outbreak of tornadoes. As part of the ongoing 
Recovery + Resilience Program, TARCOG will continue to provide technical assistance to counties and local communities in their recovery efforts. This 
includes working with the municipal and county governments, county emergency management agencies, county economic development representatives, 
chamber of commerce representatives, and others as determined necessary. Technical assistance may include, and is not limited to, assistance relative to the 
long term recovery of community facilities, infrastructure, business and industry, and other aspects of the communities. This document will detail recovery 
assistance given thus far, report the ongoing needs of communities, and provide a framework for resilience to strengthen, prepare, and protect TARCOG 
communities from future natural disasters and economic shock. 
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Recovery: the ongoing action with the goal of restoring the area to its pre-disaster state. Recovery involves rebuilding destroyed property, putting residents 
back to work or creating new jobs, repairing essential infrastructure, bringing all community services back online, and attracting new industries. 
 
Resilience: the ability to rebound quickly from a natural or man-made disaster, and also possessing the strength internally to protect from disasters, so as to 
minimize the negative impact of natural or man-made disasters. (EDA, DOE) 
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A house that was completely destroyed in the Blake community         
just southeast of Sylvania on Hwy 27 in DeKalb County. 

TARCOG: A Region in Recovery 
 
Background 
The April 25–28, 2011 tornado outbreak was the largest and one of the deadliest tornado outbreaks ever recorded, affecting the Southern, Midwestern, and 
Northeastern United States and leaving catastrophic destruction in its wake. While the hardest-hit states were Alabama and Mississippi, the outbreak also 
produced destructive tornadoes in Arkansas, Georgia, Tennessee, and Virginia, and affected many other areas throughout the Southern and Eastern United 
States.  In total, the National Weather Service confirmed 358 tornadoes in 21 states from Texas to New York to southern Canada (NOAA). Multiple tornadoes 
landed each day, the most active day on April 27 – with a record 211 tornadoes touching down in a 24-hour period.  Four of the tornadoes were rated EF5 on 
the Enhanced Fujita scale, the highest ranking possible. In total, 348 people were killed, and some 2,200 were injured (NOAA). The 2011 outbreak was the 2nd 
deadliest tornado outbreak in US history.  
 
A total of 62 tornadoes hit the state of Alabama. As a result, 252 Alabamians lost their lives and hundreds of people were left injured and/or homeless. 
Approximately 100 lives were lost in northern Alabama alone. The devastation was unimaginable with countless homes, neighborhoods and even portions of 
cities or towns either partially or completely destroyed (NOAA). The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) estimates 23,500 homes were 
damaged or destroyed (FEMA). Additionally, according to the Alabama Forestry Commission (AFC), approximately 12 million tons of wood was strewn over 
200,000 acres. Officials cite that it will take several years for Alabama to completely recover from the storms, which has been defined as one of the costliest 
natural disasters in United States history, with total damage nationally estimated at nearly $11 billion (AFC). 
 
The worst areas in Alabama impacted by these storms included the towns of Hackleburg-Phil Campbell-Oak Grove in eastern Franklin County Alabama, Mt. 
Hope in western Lawrence County, Tuscaloosa County, DeKalb County, and the Tanner Community in eastern Limestone County. This particular tornado 
track was an EF5, with peak winds around 210 mph (NOAA). 
 
The Ruth and Oak Grove communities in Marshall County also sustained significant damage, as well as the 
Guntersville State Park Lodge.  In DeKalb County, an already economically-distressed county, three tornadoes 
struck on April 27, significantly impacting the communities of Fyffe, Geraldine, Henager, Ider, Rainsville, 
Sylvania, and many other unincorporated areas throughout the county. DeKalb suffered 35 fatalities, the second 
highest loss of life in the state. Approximately 200 people were injured. The towns of Flat Rock, Higdon and 
Pisgah in Jackson County sustained incredible damage. The tornadoes that affected these areas were rated an 
EF4 with maximum winds near 190 mph. Of the 62 tornadoes that hit the state, 28 touched down within the 
TARCOG District. 
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The remains of the Mountain View Baptist Church (1902) just inside the 
Sylvania limits and adjacent to the Blake community along Hwy 27 in DeKalb. 

In some instances, multiple tornadoes followed the same paths. A tornado of EF1 intensity with winds up to 
110 mph tracked out of Jackson County and took a short path into DeKalb County. Later that same day, a 
violent EF4 tornado struck the same area in a similar path making it difficult to distinguish damage between 
the two tornadoes (NOAA). 
 
DeKalb was severely impacted by at least five tornadoes, the first an EF2 that impacted the Grove Oak 
community near Buck’s Pocket State Park and up the DeKalb/Jackson County line; the second an EF4 
tornado impacted the Cartersville/Shiloh communities in the northern part of DeKalb County, causing 
multiple fatalities; then finally another EF4 tornado impacted the Lakeview, Fyffe, Rainsville, Sylvania, High 
Point, Henager, Ider, Cartersville, and Shiloh communities causing multiple fatalities. Power outage across 
the Tennessee Valley affected over 650,000 homes. DeKalb County sustained damage to approximately 956 

homes and 154 mobile homes, including total destruction of 303 homes and 78 mobile homes, 46 businesses, 
37 churches, 504 barns/outbuildings and 59 chicken houses (DeKalb County Commission). 

 
Other parts of the county were hit hard during the outbreak, as DeKalb County endured straight line winds, an EF5, an EF4, an EF3 and two EF2 tornados on 
April 27th.  The area from Highway 35 to Highway 117 was almost totally leveled, and almost every area of the county suffered some damage.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2011 Tornado Outbreak  2011 Tornado Outbreak in the TARCOG District 
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Window Vision, which provides windows and doors for homes, was 
gutted by straight-line winds topping 100 mph. 

Mobile homes destroyed in the Kilpatrick community in 
DeKalb County 

Tornado Outbreaks in the TARCOG Region 2012 & 2013 
2012: The following year, on March 2, 2012, four tornadoes passed through northeastern Limestone County, the largest of which touched ground for 
approximately 34 miles. The EF2 tornadoes (including one that followed almost the same path as April 27, 2011) destroyed or damaged more than 200 homes 
and a high school in the greater Huntsville area. The National Weather Service (NWS) reported as many as six twisters that day. Most of the damage was done 
by two tornadoes. The first, rated an EF2 with top winds of 125 miles per hour, struck the Yarbrough Road area in Harvest, Alabama – the exact same area was 
hit by an EF5 tornado in 2011. The second tornado took out Buckhorn High School in New Market, with top winds at 105 mph. Both tornadoes were 150 yards 
wide at their widest point (NWS). 
 
One tornado damaged parts of Colbert and Limestone counties, and three others were spotted near Hazel Green, in Limestone County north of Athens. 
Widespread power outages rendered the Highway 127 booster station inoperable. As a result of the current insufficient infrastructure serving the northeast 
portion of the county, Limestone County Water and Sewer Authority was unable to provide water service to the towns of Elkmont and Ardmore during the 
disaster, both of which are solely dependent on the Authority for their water supply. The Alabama Emergency Management Agency reported that 25 homes 
in Madison County were destroyed and 50 homes were severely damaged. In Limestone County, 20 homes were destroyed and 135 damaged. Some 35,000 
customers lost power, and more than 40 utility poles were knocked down. 13 transmission lines were down at Browns Ferry nuclear plant. 60 houses were also 
damaged in Athens. East of Athens, the same tornado hit the state prison, forcing 300 inmates to stay in temporary housing at Limestone Correctional 
Facility (al.com). 
 

2013: Just last year, in March of 2013, DeKalb County was hit yet again by two tornado tracks in the Fort Payne, 
Henagar, Kilpatrick, and Rainsville areas. According to local officials, Fort Payne high school sustained significant 
damage, as well as surrounding businesses, such as Window Vision, across the street from the high school. Heil 
Environmental, Bailey Bridges manufacturing company, Cooper Hosiery, and a housing complex just north of the 
high school were also damaged. Fort Payne’s city park was also hit and had to close, losing valuable business. 
Another tornado track, also an EF2, hit the western part of DeKalb County near the towns of Fyffe and Shiloh with 
winds topping out at 120 mph. Albertville in Marshall County also sustained property damage from the same 
storm, as several homes and businesses were damaged or destroyed 
by straight-line winds that were estimated at  90 to 105 mph. 

 
Two EF2 tornadoes with a 4.3 mile track decimated the majority Hispanic community of Kilpatrick, destroying 19 
mobile homes. At its widest, the tornado was 220 yards wide and packed maximum winds of 125 mph. The 
devastating issue in this case was the lack of communications infrastructure to reach out to this special needs 
population. The current weather radio was in English only, and was not translated to the community to evacuate 
in time—the entire community was devastated. An estimated 2000 immigrants from Mexico, Guatemala, and 
other Latin American countries live in DeKalb County. 
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Tornado-Impacted Areas in the TARCOG Region  
2011, 2012, 2013 

 
DeKalb Jackson  Limestone Madison Marshall 
Rainsville (2011, 2013) Flat Rock (2011) Tanner (2011) Huntsville (2011, 2012) Ruth (2011) 
Sylvania (2011) Higdon (2011) Elkmont (2012) Harvest (2011, 2012) Oak Grove (2011) 
Henager (2011, 2013) Pisgah (2011) Ardmore(2012) Meridianville (2012) Guntersville (2011) 
Ider (2011) Section (2011) Magnolia Springs (2011) Deposit  (2011) Albertville (2013) 
Geraldine (2011) Scottsboro (2011) Beulah Bay (2011) Moores Mill (2011) Lake Guntersville State Park (2011) 
Powell (2011) Bridgeport (2011) East Limestone (2011) Buckhorn High School (2012) Browns Valley Road (2011) 
Grove Oak (2011) Rosalie (2011)  Monrovia (2011) Lattiwood area (2011) 
Kilpatrick (2013) Dutton (2011)  Browns Ferry Road (2011) Grant (2011) 
Fort Payne (2013)   Jeff Road (2011) Baker’s Chapel Lane (2011) 
Lakeview (2011)   Anderson Hills (2011, 2012) McKee Island (2011) 
Shiloh (2011)    Star Point (2011) 
Fyffe (2011)    Pine Island (2011) 
Mentone (2011)    Preston Island (2011) 
Cartersville (2011)     
Dogtown (2011)     
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Assessing the Damage 
 
Initial damage reports collected from each of the counties’ Emergency Management Agencies relay the following damage:  
 

DeKalb County (2011) 
 

• 35 lives lost; estimated 200 injured 
• Over 1000 homes, businesses, and public facilities severely damaged and/or destroyed, including the local school, and its associated County 

Coliseum, operating as the Emergency Operations Center (EOC). 
• Plainview School in Rainsville severely damaged; along with computer equipment 
• Seven schoolbuses destroyed 
• DeKalb County Coliseum (HWY 35) mostly destroyed 
• Northeast water system pump station damaged/destroyed 
• Alabama Highway 35 corridor damaged/destroyed 
• Considerable business damage (especially in Rainsville)  
• 956 homes, 154 mobile homes damaged 
• 109 businesses damaged or destroyed 
• 63 businesses destroyed 
• 46 businesses damaged 
• 37 churches damaged 
• 504 barns destroyed or damaged 
•  63 damaged or destroyed poultry farms (10-15 of these farms did not reopen) 
• 1156 homes destroyed or damaged 
• 309 homes completely destroyed (78 were mobile homes) (This represents 4% of the total occupied housing units in the county) 
• Sola Hevi-Duty  (heavy duty electrical component manufacturer) severely damaged; (reopened) 
• Rainsville church pew company – severely damaged; (reopened) 

 

DeKalb County (2013) - Fort Payne, Kilpatrick, Rainsville, Henager areas 
 

• Window Vision business destroyed 
• Fort Payne high school severely damaged 
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• 270 residences damaged countywide 
• 27 homes were destroyed, 19 in Kilpatrick 
• Fort Payne city park damaged; closed a significant amount of time, and lost substantial business 
• Housing complex near Fort Payne high school damaged 
• Heil Environmental damaged 
• Bailey Bridges Manufacturing Co. damaged 
• Cooper Hosiery damaged 

 

Marshall County (2011) 
 

• 206 homes damaged or destroyed 
• Guntersville State Park Lodge and golf course damaged 
• Aviagen Poultry farm – Albertville - four houses destroyed; 5000 birds lost 
• Pilgrim’s Pride, Boaz – 20 houses destroyed; 80 to 100 houses damaged; 375,000 birds lost 
• Wayne Farms, Albertville – 16 houses destroyed; 100 houses damaged; or hundred and 60,000 birds lost 
• C & C Egg company – Arab – one commercial house destroyed; 75,000 birds lost 

 

Madison County (2011) 
 

• 119 homes destroyed (initial assessment) 
• 340 homes damaged 
• TVA lost nine transmission towers 
• 200 power poles down in Huntsville 
• Redstone Arsenal without power for at least a week 
• Entire county (businesses, schools, residences) without power for over a week 

 
Madison County (2012) 
 

• 200 homes damaged or destroyed 
• 25 homes destroyed; 50 homes severely damaged 
• Buckhorn High School (New Market) severely damaged 
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• 35,000 customers lost power 
• 40 utility poles destroyed 

 

Limestone County (2011) 
 

• 443 housing units destroyed 
• TVA’s Browns ferry nuclear power plant and coal-fired Widows Creek plants were shut down 
• Homes:   Minor 100; Major 100  
• Public Buildings:  Minor 2 
• Business/Industry: Minor 25;  Major 25;   Destroyed 10 
• critical facilities impacted: 2 limestone County schools received minor damage-  Creekside Elementary and East Limestone High School    
• transportation  methods/routes impacted:  numerous roads were blocked in the first 24 hours, until trees and power lines could be removed 
• services impacted: Electricity:  several TVA transmission towers and lines were down and some destroyed. Numerous power lines and poles were 

down, including many polls that were broken. Power was out for a week in some areas.  
• Telephone: numerous telephone lines were down. Several cell phone towers were damaged. Communications by phone was almost impossible for 

the first 48 hours.  
• Initial problems included clearing roads to get to the injured and ensuring that all residents were accounted for. 
• Numerous tornadoes touched down across the county. An EF-5 tornado entered the County at about 4:15 PM near Beulah Bay and remained on the 

ground across the entire county. Damage was devastating in the Tanner and East limestone counties. 
 

Limestone County (2012) 
 

• 20 homes destroyed 
• 135 homes damaged 
• TVA had to replace 353 transmission structures 
• Power outages – 650,000 homes (Tennessee Valley) 

 
Agriculture and Timber Losses 
 
The disastrous 2011 tornado outbreak in Alabama greatly impacted the economy of the state, and was one of the costliest natural disasters in US history. 
Damage to the timber and agriculture industries alone was substantial. According to the National Agriculture Statistics Service (NASS) when considering the 
agricultural and value-added activities such as food and timber processing, farm inputs, manufacturing, transportation, and retail sales, the dollar value of 
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Alabama agribusiness exceeds $40 billion annually (NASS). Beyond the damage to the existing timberland, cleanup and reforestation costs have been 
estimated at an additional $66 million (Alabama Forestry Commission). Initial assessments revealed hundreds of livestock and horses, and millions of 
chickens were dead or lost across the state. 
 
The Alabama Forestry Commission estimates that 204,590 acres of forest land (an estimated 12.6 million tons of timber) in the state were impacted by the 
2011 tornadoes with an assessed value of $228.4 million. Total cleanup and replanting costs are estimated at $66 million. However, the federally supported 
cleanup did not cover the massive amount of timber left on the ground. Less than 1,000,000 tons were cleared, and about 11.6 million tons of downed timber 
remained on the ground (AFC). According to the Alabama Forestry commission, the construction and lumber market has been hit hard by the recession and 
trees torn down by storms are unsuitable for sawmill products. Officials note that the majority of it will remain until fungus sets in or it rots or burns, raising a 
major concern for fire risks, at a time when the Alabama Forestry Commission faces budget cuts, reducing the number of firefighters available (AFC). 
 
 
 
 
Damage to Forestry and Timber in the TARCOG District 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

County Total Damage (acres) Value (dollars) 
DeKalb 11,505 $5,617,351.79 
Jackson 7,730 $7,839,379.07 

Limestone 8,980 $3,366,993.29 
Madison 14,041 $13,473,818.38 
Marshall 5,052 $7,391,441.77 

Source: Alabama Forestry Commission 

Trees down at Lake Guntersville in Marshall County 
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Destroyed poultry farm, Marshall County 

The poultry industry employs more than 80,000 Alabamians, and accounts for 67 percent of the state’s agricultural income with an estimated economic 
impact of more than $10 billion annually, making Alabama the nation’s second greatest chicken-producing state. It is an especially important industry within 
the TARCOG District. The poultry industry was hit hard by the tornadoes, with 215 chicken houses destroyed and between 500 and 1000 more heavily 
damaged. About 3.2 million chickens were lost overall.  

 
The aftermath of the 2011 storms impacted individual farmers worse than the overall impact to the poultry 
industry, nearly all of whom own their poultry houses and grow birds under contract for companies like Pilgrim’s 
Corporation, Tyson Foods Inc. and Perdue Farms. The loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars in investment and 
years of work, as well as a sudden and unexpected loss of income, left farming families devastated. For some, 
deciding whether to rebuild meant choosing between permanent loss of income or taking on new debt since 
insurance payouts rarely cover the full cost of rebuilding (Birmingham Business Journal). 

 
According to the Alabama Cooperative Extension System, some estimates show as few as half of the houses lost in the storm were rebuilt, and many owners 
took their insurance payout and left the business or chose to continue with whatever was left standing. Because many of the destroyed facilities were over 20 
years old, and new technology and higher building standards have raised the cost of poultry houses, depreciated insurance payouts were not enough to cover 
the cost of rebuilding (Birmingham Business Journal).  
 
In total, the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Farm Service Agency paid out $1.5 million in indemnity payments last year for lost livestock, including poultry, 
cattle and other farm animals. Another $3.8 million was made available to assist producers recovering from storm damage by the Department’s Natural 
Resources Conservation Service. Additionally, the Poultry and Egg Association raised $127,000 from its membership and donation proceeds to 20 poultry-
farming families that were impacted the most by the tornadoes (Birmingham Business Journal). Furthermore, the state approved legislation offering 
incentives to companies damaged by the storm via tax abatement and credit (TRAC). 
 
 

Gaps, Weaknesses, and Challenges 
 

According to the Department of Commerce, some contributing factors to the high number of tornado casualties included: a large number of rare, long track, 
violent tornadoes; tornado tracks intersecting densely populated areas; multiple tornadoes covering the same track in areas hit twice; damage to warning 
dissemination sources; jammed communication channels; individuals in the affected areas who did not respond to warnings in time; people in the paths of 
storms who waited for visual confirmation before taking protective action; the rapid pace of the storms, which gave people little time in which to take shelter; 
residences and communities that did not have adequate storm shelters; poorly constructed housing units; and power outages.(historic tornado.pdf). 
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The remains of the Huddle House restaurant in Rainsville along Hwy 75. 

Inadequate EOP 
Several problems existed for emergency response services. According to DeKalb County EMA, the tornadoes disrupted power and communication systems, 
and roads were blocked by trees and debris. Another challenge for responders was outdated equipment and an uncoordinated response plan. The absence of 
a countywide central command channel and an overdependence on cell phones, which did not function once towers went down, caused communications fail. 
The county Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) needed updating, and communications equipment was not updated to be in compliance with Federal 
Communications Commission narrowband standards.  
 
For the Rainsville area in DeKalb County and surrounding communities, the lack of a local EOP and an 
updated inventory of emergency communication equipment (radios, dispatch/consoles, antennas/towers, 
etc.) and network communications systems, significantly impacted and delayed the city, and surrounding 
communities, in assisting agencies in the recovery effort. For example, with the City’s primary designated 
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) severely damaged by an EF5 tornado, the Rainsville Fire Hall ultimately 
served as a temporary EOC, triage area, and morgue for countywide tornado victims for nearly a week 
following the disaster. The level of unplanned improvision clearly demonstrated the City’s lack of a 
coordinated emergency plan, and outdated emergency equipment, had a significant impact on 
communications and the ability for the community and responders to communicate and better assess 
vulnerabilities (DeKalb County LTCR). 

Inadequate Housing Construction Standards 
Some buildings in the tornado path remained standing while adjacent structures were obliterated, often do to unsound construction. A major weakness in the 
construction industry has been poorly constructed homes that can not withstand 100 to 200 mph winds. According to the Tornado Recovery Action Council 
(TRAC), most older and many new homes built in Alabama that were hit by the tornadoes, lacked the design fortifications needed to withstand the violent 
winds. Unlike most states, Alabama does not have a statewide building code with inspection and compliance requirements or enforcement. Better 
engineering design and construction practices could have dramatic improvements in safety and overall structural integrity. Furthermore, insured losses from 
the 2011 tornadoes are estimated in the $3 billion range, surpassing the record of $2 billion for Hurricane Ivan in 2004 (TRAC). Many experts see the value of a 
statewide building code that would require higher structural standards to withstand higher wind design speed, but concerns over cost outweigh the effort. 
However, a study prepared by the University of Alabama Engineering Department revealed that better, and relatively inexpensive, construction techniques 
applied statewide not only could have saved money, but could have lessened the impact to the majority of the 25,553 homes that were destroyed or damaged 
by the tornadoes. A new state tax deduction for home fortification, however, allows deduction of 50% of the cost, or $3000, whichever is less two new 
homebuyers (TRAC). Much of coastal Alabama has adopted fortification code standards for homes in response to its heavy hurricane activity in the Gulf. 
Where we build is also an issue in a high risk tornado area. New studies suggest topography and landscape have a lot to do with tornado strength, intensity, 
and path. Building homes in flood prone areas can also be avoided.  
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Warning System Failures 
Getting better information out to people was difficult due to the state’s disconnected and differentiated web of weather warning systems. Furthermore, 
sirens and weather warnings did not get to special needs populations. Standards are not shared among municipalities and authorities who own sirens (TRAC). 
UAH atmospheric science professor Kevin Knupp suggests that variations in EMA siren procedures by county can be confusing, and the tornadoes were so 
unpredictable in their speed, the public did not respond fast enough. Another issue is the difficulty to predict exactly where tornadoes will cause damage. 
Several TARCOG counties have purchased a warning system called Code Red which uses the National Weather Service warnings to alert people in a storm’s 
path. In DeKalb County, about 8000 people have signed up for the service. In Marshall County, the local EMA works with the County commission and 
TARCOG Area Agency on Aging to get radios to the elderly and homebound. Additionally, every school in Marshall County also has a weather radio. 
According to TRAC, another issue was the type of housing development people live in. 100 people were interviewed in the Rainsville area in DeKalb County 
after the tornadoes. The study revealed that those who lived in mobile homes were not as prepared for a tornado as those who lived in more permanent 
structures. Often, small towns do not have the manpower, capacity, resources, or equipment to handle the mess. Because of their isolation, rural areas may 
not have storm warning sirens within earshot. In the DeKalb County High Point community, five people died because no siren was close enough to be heard. 
In 14 of the 16 municipalities in DeKalb, police forces typically have no more than three officers, and often communities have no public works departments 
(TRAC). 
 
Communications Failures 
According to local officials in Geraldine in DeKalb County, communication failures were a serious problem for first responders.  The volunteer firefighters’ 
department radio system failed because everyone was trying to talk at the same time, and lines were jammed. Furthermore, normal communications were 
down, and there were no backups. Another issue was that many law enforcement officials carry a handheld radio that does not run on the same frequency as 
one carried by a volunteer firefighter. Agencies were also operating on different bandwidths. Volunteer fire departments often use UHF radios, and state 
troopers and sheriff’s departments use VHF frequency radios, so they cannot directly talk to each other. 
 
Inadequate Shelter 
Another challenge that was cited by officials was the lack of a storm shelters accessible to the public, and what little there were, they were not registered, so 
the location was unknown. Rural areas and small towns also lack buildings suitable for a storm shelters, or are not nearby. 
 
Language Barriers 
According to the U.S. Census, about 4% of Alabama’s population is Hispanic. But in some of the counties hit hardest by the tornadoes —such as Franklin, 
DeKalb and Marshall – the Hispanic share of the population is three or four times higher (TRAC). There is a great need in these areas for multilingual weather 
radios installed throughout the counties. Just last year, a tornado hit the majority Hispanic community of Kilpatrick in DeKalb. Because there was no Spanish 
speaking weather radio, residents were unaware of the coming storm. Reaching Alabama’s sometimes insular Hispanic communities can pose challenges. As 
warning systems diversify, reaching non-English speaking residents, and those who are deaf or hearing impaired and those who cannot read will become 
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Mangled power lines in Limestone County 

increasingly important. There is a Spanish-language AM station in Albertville in Marshall County, but authorities say that is not enough. In Marshall County, 
numerous dialects of Spanish are spoken, and the Guatemalan community does not speak Spanish. Like other national weather service offices, most do not 
issue any bilingual products, either in text or on weather radio (TRAC). 
 
Power Outages 
Power went out in wide swaths as towers and distribution lines collapsed, exacerbating communications and siren failures. There weren’t enough radios, 
flashlights, batteries, food, water and medicine. Fuel was not accessible at some gas stations which did not have the generators available to power the 
pumps. When the power went out, so did everything else -- lights, furnaces, air conditioners, refrigerators, stoves ceased to function, and businesses closed 
(TRAC). Telephone, television, radio and computer networks were interrupted. Water and sewage treatment stopped without proper backup. Traffic signals 
and streetlights were out. Large industries, small businesses and other entities closed, losing much-needed business. According to the state, tens of 
thousands of homes and businesses lost power. Tornadoes destroyed at least 90 giant high-voltage transmission line towers, mangled entire substations, and 
caused the shutdown of TVA’s Browns Ferry nuclear power plant and coal-fired Widows Creek plant. These were problems that would take more than days to 
fix. One solution is to bury power lines underground to protect them – but this is a costly and lengthy process. Also, if underground utilities are not properly 
documented, it can be much harder to access them to replace or fix damaged lines.  
 
The need for more generators to power backup for utilities was also a serious 
concern for first responders, utility crews, and emergency management officials 
who ran low on gasoline while working on the damaged power lines. Crews were 
also unable to refill at gas stations where there were no generators available to 
pump gas from underground tanks or where facilities weren’t wired to 
accommodate mobile generators (TRAC). Cell phones and other forms of 
communication could not be recharged. Even communities that were not directly 
hit by the tornadoes suffered greatly from the power outages. ATMs were down, 
making it difficult to replenish food and supplies. Sewage treatment plants could 
not operate without sufficiently powerful generators. 
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Fiscal Impacts and Recovery Assistance  
 
Preliminary Estimates 

 
According to the Preliminary Economic and Fiscal Impacts of the April 27, 2011 Tornadoes on Alabama report by Samuel Addy and Ahmad Ijaz of the Center for 
Business and Economic Research at the University of Alabama, the economic and fiscal impacts of the April 27 tornadoes were projected to be: 
 

• Initial losses in 2011: between 5,600 - 13,200 jobs are lost, a reduction of .2 to .5% in employment statewide. 
• State tax collections dropped between $19.1 million and $44.5 million. 
• Local sales tax collections drop between $4.4 million and $10.2 million 
• Alabama’s gross domestic product dropped between $835 million and $1.3 billion, or up to 0.7%. 

 
Recovery gains projected for late 2011: 

• Cleanup and rebuilding will add 51,700 jobs 
• State tax collections will increase $83 million 
• Local sales tax receipts will increase $31 million 
• Alabama’s GDP will gain $2.9 billion, or 1.6% 

 
Recovery gains projected for 2012:  

• rebuilding will add between 36,900 and 73,800 jobs. 
• State tax collections will increase between $63.2 million and $126.5 million 
• Local sales tax collections will increase between $23.6 million and $47.2 million 
• Alabama’s GDP will gain between $1.9 billion and $3.9 billion (Addy, Ijaz 2011) 

 
 
More than two years after the2011 tornadoes, the state continues its recovery efforts. It is estimated it will take several years for the state to fully recover, and 
more work is needed. According to ADECA, the storm has been the costliest natural disaster in state history. State and local governments were severely 
impacted by cleanup costs and loss of revenue. It was estimated that the tornadoes cost the state $99.1 to $144.5 million in 2011 alone (ADECA). 
 
More than 2200 people were injured and 250 lives were lost statewide while entire small communities were devastated. 13,000 homes and businesses 

destroyed or declared uninhabitable (ADECA). Four Alabama schools were destroyed and 10 were damaged; five critical facilities were destroyed or left 
unusable. Some 200,000 acres of forest land valued at $228.4 million were damaged across the state. “People and businesses were displaced creating 
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homelessness and unemployment” (ADECA). Some preliminary considerations on state and local fiscal impacts were documented by the Huntsville Madison 
County Chamber of Commerce, and are listed as the following: 
 
State and Local Impact   (from the Huntsville – Madison County Chamber of Commerce) 
 

• 60 tornadoes 
• 240 lives lost/2200 injured 
• 43 counties declared federal disaster areas 
• 14,000 homes destroyed or uninhabitable 
• Job loss –  5641-13,162 
• Lost earnings – $217M – $508M 
• Lost state taxes -- -$19.1M to $44.5M 
• Lost local taxes – $4.4 million-$10.2 million 
• Lost assets ( claims) - $2.9 billion-$4.6 billion 
• Lost state GDP - $835 million- $1,348M 

 
Recovery 

• AL Cleanup funds - $80 million- $100 million 
• Total cleanup funds - $1 billion 
• FEMA assistance - $600 million 
• Rebuilding – $1 billion 

 
Recovery impact 2011 

• Jobs created – 51,700 
• Average salary – $29,800 
• Total earnings - $1.5 billion 
• Increase in state GDP - $2.9 billion 
• Increase in state taxes - $83 million 
• Increase in local taxes - $31 million 

 
Recovery impact 2012 

• Rebuilding funds - $1.6 billion to $3.2 billion 
• Jobs created – 36,893- 73,787 
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• Average salary – $31,741 
• Total earnings - $1.2 billion-  $2.3 billion 
• Increase in state GDP - $1.9 billion- $3.9 billion 
• Increase in state taxes - $63 million- $126 million 
• Increase in local taxes - $24 million- $47 million 

 
Local considerations 

• 2202 Madison County unemployment claims 
• Power outage 
• inventory losses 
•  Lost sales/productivity 
•  194,000 workers affected 
• Emergency management costs 
• Cleanup costs 
• Lost sales taxes  (Huntsville- Madison County Chamber of Commerce) 

 
 
High unemployment defined the months following the tornadoes in Alabama. Many businesses were severely damaged or destroyed and had to shut down 
either temporarily or permanently. (ADECA). Over time, however, the unemployment rate began to decrease as the state’s economy began to improve. All of 
the counties in the disaster area had double-digit decreases in unemployment from March 2011 to June 2013, except for DeKalb and Franklin counties, 
considered two of the ”most impacted” counties. The “most impacted” counties are defined by HUD as those counties that have more than $10 million in 
estimated unmet severe housing and business needs. They are Tuscaloosa, Marion, Jefferson, and DeKalb counties, and are considered to have some of the 
severest needs in the state. (ADECA). 
 
Recovery Assistance and Investment in the TARCOG District 
 
In round 1 CDBG recovery assistance, DeKalb County received $950,000 to reconstruct roads damaged by debris and hauling.  Plainview High School in 
DeKalb County received $604,000 in FEMA recovery funds; and also received $112,945 in school technology equipment from the Appalachian Regional 
Commission.  
 
HUD estimated that 23 counties had unmet business needs totaling $76,127, 379. Five counties – Tuscaloosa, Jefferson, Cullman, Marshall and DeKalb had a 
total of 143 severely damaged businesses with unmet needs. These five counties accounted for $61,643,336 (81%) of the $76,127,379 estimated for all affected 
counties.  “Unmet need” is defined as the gap between total disaster damage the community sustained and for post-disaster resources the community 
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received from all sources to assist in its recovery. According to ADECA, assessment of unmet need for long-term disaster recovery includes three 
components: 1) housing 2) infrastructure 3) economic revitalization. 
 
Despite this, businesses have continued to invest in all five counties. According to the Alabama Department of Commerce “New and Expanding Industry 
Announcements” for 2010, during the mid part of the recession, 20 of the 43 disaster counties had business investment estimated at $682,656,009 (31%) 
compared to the statewide estimate of $2,175,179,750 (ADO). In 2012, statewide investment had risen to $5,405,382,649 within the disaster area, 
representing 75% of the total statewide investment. 
 
Within the TARCOG district, in 2010 DeKalb County saw five new and expanding companies with a total investment of $21,380,000; in 2011, nine new and 
expanding companies with a total investment of $14,081,442; and in 2012, there were nine new and expanding companies bringing $27,356,360 total 
investment into the county. Jackson County had seven new or expanding companies, valued at$23,175,000; in 2011 total investment was $54,570,000; and in 
2012, there were 11 and new and expanding companies in Jackson County totaling a $178,500,000 investment. Limestone County had five, totaling 
$5,325,000 investment in 2010; seven in 2011, totaling $539,200,000; and five new and expanding companies totaling $24,517,103 in total investment for 
2012. Marshall County saw four new and expanding companies in 2010, totaling $4,620,000 in investment; in 2011, there were six new and expanding 
companies totaling $1,550,000; and in 2012, Marshall County saw 14 new and expanding companies totaling $71,484,921 in investment. Comparatively, 
Madison County saw 62 new and expanding companies in 2010, totaling $166,886,089 in investment; in 2011, there were 56 new and expanding companies 
totaling $133,428,000; and in 2012, the county saw 46 new and expanding companies totaling $236,077,749 in investment. (Alabama Development Office 
ADO). 
 
Ongoing Recovery, Readiness and Economic Development Assistance 
 
As part of a special $49.1 million Community Development Block Grant from HUD to aid continued disaster recovery, Governor Bentley announced more than 
$30million in grants that were awarded to 16 Alabama counties and municipalities devastated by the 2011 tornadoes. As part of TARCOG’s Ongoing Recovery 
Program, the ED&P Department has provided post-disaster project development and technical assistance to the following projects, either from recovery 
sources or other means. Several TARCOG communities have received much needed CDBG, FEMA, USDA, and ARC assistance as a result: 
 

• The Town of Triana received  $250,000 CDBG, and $340,000 USDA-RD assistance to construct a new public library 
• Triana also received $50,000/$206,000 ARC/FEMA assistance funding for a community safe room 
• The Town of Valley Head in DeKalb County received $112,500 in CDBG funds for sewer improvements for the expansion of Harco Metal Products, Inc. 
• The Town of Elkmont in Limestone County received $250,000 in CDBG funds and $350,000 in matching funds for fire protection and water service 

infrastructure improvements to the Elkmont industrial Park, serving for Electrifil Corporation and two other industries 
• The City of Albertville (Marshall County) received $30,000 for a central business district improvement plan 
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• DeKalb County received $2500 travel assistance to attend the Appalachian Regional Commission’s Gateway Communities asset-based economic 
development workshop 

• Limestone County received $600,000 for a sewer system extension for Carpenter Technology 
 
Other Assistance Projects within the TARCOG District: 
 

• The City Albertville (Marshall County) received $200,000 for water and sewer projects for Newman Technologies, a first tier Honda supplier;  
• The City of Arab (Marshall County) received $135,000 in road improvements for assisted living facilities; 
• The City of Stevenson in Jackson County received $150,000 for water extension for Magnolia Investments of Alabama, Brown-Foreman Cooperage.  
• DeKalb County received $672,135 in CDBG supplemental disaster funds for road improvements. 

 
Despite these strides, there are still “severe business unmet needs” within the district. Three TARCOG counties are on HUD’s top 10 counties with severe 
business unmet needs—DeKalb County had the most business unmet needs, at number three on the list; Limestone County came in number six; and Marshall 
County came in number eight.  DeKalb County was the hardest hit county in the TARCOG District, with the highest fatality rate. The overall county suffered 
35 lives lost, hundreds more injured, and over 1000 homes, businesses, and public facilities were severely damaged and/or destroyed, including the local 
school, and its associated county coliseum. Property loss and damage were substantial with over 300 homes destroyed and 1000 homes damaged. 
Additionally, the tornadoes destroyed or damaged 109 businesses in the area. To make matters worse, the county was hit again in the spring of 2013, almost 
entirely wiping out whole communities. It caused serious damage to major businesses in the area, exacerbating the already declining economy and fledgling 
hosiery industry. Additionally, most of the pertinent socio-economic data for the area, such as wages and unemployment, is only recorded at the county level. 
It is because of these reasons, DeKalb County receives particular focus in this report.  
 

 
Long-Term Community Recovery and Ongoing Needs 
 
In June 2011, Governor Robert Bentley signed Executive Order No. 18 designating the Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs (ADECA) to 
manage long-term recovery efforts.  
 
Six areas of community recovery were identified, and task forces were formed to address these needs. The task forces are made up of public, private, and 
nonprofit sectors that provide resources, services and personnel to address six needs: Housing, Economic Recovery, Infrastructure, Health and Social Services, 
Community Planning and Capacity Building and Natural and Cultural Resources. 
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DeKalb County LTCR 
 
One of the hardest hit areas in DeKalb County was the town of Rainsville, resulting in substantial business damage and loss.  On July 18, 2011, the town signed 
a resolution requesting the support of FEMA’s Long-Term Community Recovery group and its partner agencies in recovery efforts. Partners include the 
Northeast Alabama Community College, DeKalb County Technical School, the Rainsville Chamber of Commerce, Ider Rescue Squad, DeKalb County Board of 
Education, DeKalb County Economic Development Authority, and others. 
 
Immediate recovery efforts involved: 

• Assembling a community recovery committee 
• Building local leadership 
• Fostering community organizational capacity 
• Making an effort to streamline communication 

 
DeKalb County Commission followed suit and adopted resolutions entering into the FEMA Long-Term Community Recovery Program. As part of the recovery 
process, the community formed a long-term community recovery (LTCR) committee comprised of individuals from the County. The committee created a 
community recovery vision and developed projects designed to rebuild their communities. Throughout the process, the committee sought input from 
residents and stakeholders. Assisted by the FEMA LTCR team, the committee held two community meetings to gather public input. As a result, people from 
across the County came together to share their ideas about how to rebuild their community. 
 
A plan for disaster recovery, supporting sustainable economic resilience 
As the District’s most economically distressed county, DeKalb County has received priority focus from TARCOG ED&P Department. TARCOG regularly 
attends DeKalb County’s LTCR and VOAD (Volunteer Organizations Active in Disaster) meetings and is determined to continue supporting and providing 
assistance to the community in its efforts at recovery and positive economic growth. Based on the needs found by the LTCR Task Force, TARCOG continues 
to provide ongoing technical assistance to the community facilities and infrastructure needs of the County, as well as other counties that were affected. 
TARCOG is currently developing economic development projects based on the needs identified by the LTCR committee and the community.  
 
The top three needs identified by DeKalb County LTCR task force were: 

• Education improvements  
• New jobs/economic development 
• Infrastructure/sewer upgrades 

 
The four subcommittees are: 

• Community planning 
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• Economic development 
• Infrastructure 
• Health and Human Services/natural and cultural resources/housing 

 
This resulted in the following projects to pursue: 

• Disaster response planning project 
• Economic development strategic plan 
• Rainsville wastewater treatment plant sewer system assessment, rehabilitation, and expansion study 
• Plainview high school technology enhancement project & DeKalb County schools bandwidth expansion project (funding received for school 

rehabilitation and technology equipment) 
• City of Rainsville streetscape/landscape plan  (funding received) 
• Tornado memorial project (completed) 
• Plainview high school stadium project 

 
Disaster Response Planning Project 
Communications suffered because of a lack of a countywide central command channel and outdated equipment as well as an uncoordinated response plan. 
This requires the county Emergency Operations Plan to be updated, and all communications equipment to be in compliance with Federal Communications 
Commission narrowband standards. In the short term, 2 to 5 years, this project will consist of improving emergency communications, including new 
multilingual weather radios and towers, and bandwidth/frequency improvements. The project should promote partnerships between local, regional, and 
national weather services, private sector organizations, telecommunications providers, and state and local governments to promote public outreach to 
vulnerable populations. This may include providing preparedness items like bilingual weather radios to homes and businesses throughout the county. In the 
long-term, 5 to 10 years, a countywide coalition will oversee updating the Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) and the Hazard Mitigation Plan. TARCOG 
Planning Department provides Hazard Mitigation Plans and updates for DeKalb County.  Part of the long-term planning component will also include 
consideration of a centrally located Emergency Operations Center (EOC) with radio substations established in four different directions.  
 
Recently, the County established a VOAD network – “Volunteer Organizations Active in Disaster” – made up of emergency response authorities, churches, 
nonprofits, and other volunteers, and hold regular meetings on preparedness and planning. 
 
Sewer Assessment Study 
The Rainsville wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) sewer system infrastructure includes over 20 miles of six-inch, 8 inch, 10 inch, and 12 inch gravity sewer 
lines, with over 400 manholes.  The system service area includes metered tie ends to the communities of Sylvania, Fyffe, and Powell collection systems. The 
Rainsville system has significant treatment capacity, and represents a major growth resource to the County. However, most of the system is over 30 years old, 
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and suffers from infiltration, inflow (I/I) and system failures during major storm events. In order to comply with the required state and federal wastewater 
regulations, the city of Rainsville needs to update its wastewater regulations and its related wastewater zoning ordinances. Phase 1 would involve an 
assessment of the service areas collection system infrastructure, in order to generate a program for rehabilitation, repair or replacement, and expansion. This 
will also include GIS mapping of the sewer system. This project will support all communities within the service area in economic development, public health 
and safety standards, environmental protection, and maximize capacity so as to protect against over burdened wastewater lines during storm events. 
TARCOG can provide grant writing and technical assistance as well as GIS mapping services to support this project. 
 
Economic Development Strategic Plan 
An economic development strategic plan is needed in DeKalb County as the community recovers economically from the 2011 and 2013 tornadoes. The plan 
will take a comprehensive approach to assess the county’s economic strengths and weaknesses, and leverage its assets. It will help identify ways to maximize 
future economic growth and improve the quality of life in DeKalb County. 
 
Just this year, in mid-January, TARCOG Planning Department embarked on a project to gather community leaders and established a DeKalb County asset-
based economic development stakeholder steering committee (Team DeKalb) for the future planning and management of the county’s natural and cultural 
assets for sustainable economic development. As an area rich in cultural and natural assets, DeKalb County was chosen by the TARCOG Planning staff to 
attend the Appalachian Regional Commission’s “Gateway Communities” workshop where experts from The Conservation Fund, the National Endowment for 
the Arts, and the National Trust for Historic Preservation give guidance and expertise on leveraging the area’s unique local assets, as well as insight on 
balancing environment and commerce in their communities. TARCOG Planning Department submitted an application and the team was awarded assistance 
to attend. Elected officials, chamber directors, arts representatives, and public land managers were among the 10 member DeKalb County team. Afterward, 
the team will generate a comprehensive action plan for sustainable economic growth for the county. As part of TARCOG’s Recovery +Resilience Program, this 
initiative will help the county move forward out of economic stagnation and towards a more diversified, sustainable, and resilient economy. 
 
TARCOG Planning staff also assisted and promoted the towns of Fyffe and Rainsville in DeKalb County to attend the Design Alabama Mayor’s Design 
Summit, and promoted Rainsville to participate in the Alabama Communities of Excellence (ACE) program. 
 
 
Other Recovery & Readiness Efforts 
 
As an area that has been recognized by the National Weather Service and numerous other local, regional, and national agencies as a high-risk area for 
significant threats (natural, technical, and man-made), Rainsville and DeKalb County have been actively involved in pursuing resources to improve disaster 
preparedness and response, and are actively addressing these challenges to reduce and mitigate hazard risks.  
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Shelter Grants 
Within six months of the 2011 tornadoes, roughly 383 applications for matching grants to build community storm shelters had been submitted to the Alabama 
Emergency Management Agency. DeKalb County Was one of the recipients of seven new community storm shelters.  Before, only one large shelter existed in 
the county at a private facility maintained by the United Methodist Church’s Upper Sand Mountain Parrish. Just prior to the 2011 tornadoes, the County 
Commission applied for and received matching grants from  FEMA that covered 75% of the cost for six new 100-person  storm shelters in Fyffe, Geraldine, 
Henager, Powell, Shiloh and Sylvania, representing a $700,000 storm shelter investment. Although the shelters were not ready before the 2011 storms, they 
are now. Applications for two additional storm shelters at Collinsville and Ider have been submitted as well. Additionally, more than 600 private individuals in 
the county have applied for smaller matching grants to help pay for safe rooms in homes and businesses. Furthermore, the new 600-person bunker at 
Plainview school in Rainsville, used to protect students while their damaged school was being rebuilt, is to remain permanently (TRAC). 
 
Forestry Replanting & the Alabama Tree Recovery Program 
Through the Alabama Forestry Commission and Alabama Cooperative Extension system, along with the reforestation committee under the governor’s 
Alabama Forest Recovery task force, promotion of reforestation efforts has been made at the local level across north Alabama for those wanting to replant 
their community’s trees. Individual citizens, corporations, and nonprofit organizations throughout the state have contributed funds, plant material, and 
volunteer time in support of local community tree planting projects.  
 
The Alabama Tree Recovery Program is a three-year initiative and partnership between the Alabama Forestry Commission and Arbor Day foundation 
designed to raise private funds in support of north Alabama’s urban reforestation efforts. The Alabama Forestry Commission’s is providing tree seedlings to 
communities based on need. A minimum of 30,000 trees will be distributed to eligible communities each year through 2014. In support of these efforts, the 
Alabama Cooperative Extension system obtained a Smith-Lever grant to increase tree planting opportunities for local volunteers. 16 north Alabama 
communities have received the program’s first allotment of tree seedlings. The target area for this grant focuses on five heavily hit Alabama counties. 
Cullman County, and four TARCOG counties were chosen: Limestone, Madison, Marshall, and DeKalb Counties (TRAC). 
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Recovery & Readiness 
 
TARCOG District Readiness Plan 

 
After the devastation of the 2011 storms, the State of Alabama formed a Tornado Recovery Action Council of Alabama (TRAC). Based on needs and 
vulnerabilities assessment, the Council devised the following readiness plan. TARCOG is supporting and promoting this readiness plan based on local input 
from its member communities, and reflects the gaps, weaknesses and needs communicated by the communities in the District affected by the tornadoes. 

PREPARE 
Storm Shelters & Safe Rooms 
Support the push to increase the number of storm shelters in disaster prone areas of the state and encourage individuals to register them and counties to 
publicize their locations. Secure construction grants that would include storm shelters in public facilities construction, as well as homes and businesses. 
Support the funding for community safe rooms available and accessible throughout the District, especially in rural populations. 
 
Assess Risk Areas and Vulnerabilities 
Provide research, technical assistance, and GIS mapping of disaster-prone areas, flood-prone areas, terrain models, utility and infrastructure mapping, natural 
and cultural resources mapping, and land use mapping for member governments. 
 
Fortification Standards 
Support the establishment of statewide fortification standards for new construction, and promote this at the planning level. Some of the damage suffered in 
2011 was preventable with design techniques that are relatively inexpensive. According to structural engineers, fatal flaws in the construction of newer homes 
have made them fail under 200 mph when. For example, if a floor platform on a concrete masonry foundation is not anchored properly, or anchored to the top 
block only, the house will shift laterally off its foundation and break apart. Best management practices for design standards for tornado-resistant homes 
should be promoted throughout the disaster-prone District. 
 
Power Continuity 
Support the creation of the “Alabama Utility Workgroup for Disaster Response,” an industry group composed of representatives from electricity, natural gas, 
telecommunications and water providers, whose purpose is to share best practices and improve disaster planning and preparedness. Promote incentives for 
businesses that purchase generators or retrofit their facilities to accommodate generators for backup power. Provide much-needed utility mapping through 
GIS mapping services and disseminate maps to the utility providers, communities, and the public. 
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Awareness 
Support tornado awareness campaigns throughout the District that educates communities (especially with special needs populations) on how to prepare for a 
natural disaster.  
 
WARN 
Integrated and Precise Storm Alerts 
Encourage the implementation of an integrated severe-weather alert system that provides more-precise alerts for individuals and businesses, coordinating 
with the National Weather Service alert system, via sirens, land lines, cell phones, electronic message boards and other means. 
 
Weather Radios 
Support the development of technology to transmit localized warnings through multilingual weather radios. Promote their maintenance, and seek funding to 
purchase and distribute them, concentrating in special-needs populations within the District. Work with the state and counties to distribute weather radios to 
the homebound, Hispanic, and other special-needs populations. 
 
Atmospheric Research 
Support funding to conduct academic research in Alabama on the factors responsible for tornadoes in order to better understand the conditions that produce, 
strengthen and direct tornadoes. Support of the University of Alabama Huntsville in this current research. 
 
RESPOND 
Emergency Management Training 
Support the establishment of higher standards and better training for county EMA directors. Conduct a needs assessment of each county EMA. Continue to 
work with the county to update their Hazard Mitigation plans and make sure Emergency Operation Plans are up-to-date.  
 
Radio Communications 
Emergency response agencies should keep updated local tactical interoperable communications plans designed to prevent overlapping chatter and train 
personnel in those standards. Support funding for equipment upgrades.  
 
Volunteers 
Promote the establishment of VOAD’s for each county in the TARCOG District. Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (VOAD) is a volunteer organization 
created to organize volunteers specializing in disasters. 
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http://www.srh.noaa.gov/bmx/?n=tornadostats2  

RECOVER  
Housing 
Support the establishment of county-wide housing resource centers in each county in the District. These entities would give counseling to home buyers 
seeking loans, and seek federal and private funds for offering low-interest loans and other financial assistance to rebuild homes and construct or expand 
businesses after disasters. Consider Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) program in support of these activities. 
 
Economic Recovery 
Provide incentives for businesses to rebuild or expand through loans, grants and tax credits. Seek grants for disaster-related recovery costs not covered by 
federal or other sources; and provide RLF support for business startups and expansions. 
 

Assessing Risks and Vulnerabilities in the TARCOG District 
 
From the National Disaster Recovery Framework: 
 
“A successful recovery process promotes practices that minimize the communities risk to all hazards and strengthens its ability to withstand and recover from 
future disasters, which constitutes a community’s resilience. A successful recovery process engages in rigorous assessment and understanding of risks and 
vulnerabilities that might endanger the community or pose additional recovery challenges. The process promotes implementation of the national 
infrastructure protection plan risk management framework to enhance the resilience and protection of critical infrastructure against the effects of future 
disasters. Resilience incorporates hazard mitigation and land use strategies; critical infrastructure, environmental and cultural resource protection; and 
sustainability practices to reconstruct the built environment, and revitalize the economic, social and natural environment” (NDRF). 

 
Alabama experiences more tornadoes and tornado related fatalities than any other state. 
The state has the highest average number of tornado fatalities each year from 1981 through 
2010, not including the 2011, 2012, and 2013 tornadoes. Alabama sees the most tornadoes 
from March through May, with April being the busiest month. A recent study comparing the 
number of tornadoes over the last 30 years found that the number of tornadoes in the last 
decade has doubled compared to the previous two decades. According to storm prediction 
center records, between 1980 and 2009, Alabama experienced 38 killer tornadoes, resulting 
in 165 fatalities.  Another factor is more suburban sprawl, especially in rural areas, and 
encroaching development in flood prone areas (historictornadoes.pdf).  Out of all the 
natural disasters – snowstorms, flood events, earthquakes, wildfires, etc – Alabama 
experiences the devastating effects of tornadoes the most. And the number and intensity is 

http://www.srh.noaa.gov/bmx/?n=tornadostats2
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increasing each year. In the consecutive years 2011, 2012, and 2013, back-to-back tornadoes ensued immeasurable damage to the state, especially to the 
TARCOG communities. There were several incidences of tornadoes following the exact same paths as the year before. The northeast portion of state within 
the TARCOG district - DeKalb, Jackson, Limestone, Madison, and Marshall Counties – has been defined by national, state, and local authorities as a disaster 
prone area.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tornado Touchdown Density 1950-2012 Disaster-Prone Area: Tornado Outbreaks 1950-2012 

Source: NOAA, National Weather Service 
http://www.srh.noaa.gov/bmx/?n=tornadostats2  

http://www.srh.noaa.gov/bmx/?n=tornadostats2
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Inventory of Tornado Activity in the Individual TARCOG Counties (1950-1995) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
DeKalb County Tornadoes 
 
FEB 29, 1952    005   1700     0     12     F3     049    
NOV 18, 1957    035   1615     0      0     F1     049    
JAN 24, 1964    001   2100     0      0     F2     049    
APR 07, 1964    008   0910     0      1     F2     049    
APR 07, 1964    009   1000     0      0     F1     049    
APR 15, 1965    004   1715     0      0     F3     049    
MAY 08, 1973    012   0410     2     12     F2     049    
MAY 19, 1973    015   1615     0      0     F2     049    
MAY 19, 1973    016   1845     0     19     F4     049    
DEC 29, 1973    042   1715     0      1     F2     049    
MAR 30, 1977    003   0815     0      2     F3     049    
MAR 30, 1977    004   0835     0      1     F2     049    
MAY 19, 1983    017   1615     0      3     F3     049    
MAY 09, 1988    006   1833     0      0     F2     049    
NOV 22, 1992    016   0800     0      8     F1     049    
NOV 22, 1992    017   0815     0      6     F2     049    
NOV 22, 1992    018   0820     0      6     F2     049    
NOV 22, 1992    019   0820     0      1     F0     049    
NOV 22, 1992    020   0840     0      4     F2     049    
MAR 27, 1994    006   1132     0     20     F3     049    

FEB 16, 1995    003   0531     0      3     F2     049 

  
Limestone County Tornadoes 
 
APR 05, 1958    009   2215     0      0     F2     083    
MAR 11, 1963    009   1740     1      3     F2     083    
APR 03, 1974    018   1752     5     41     F5     083    
APR 03, 1974    021   1835    11     80     F5     083    
APR 03, 1974    023   2130     0      0     F3     083    
APR 17, 1982    010   0337     0      0     F1     083    
MAY 03, 1984    015   0030     0      0     F1     083    
AUG 16, 1985    019   1229     0      0     F3     083    
JUN 26, 1994    012   2050     0      0     F3     083    
JUN 26, 1994    014   2112     0      0     F1     083    
JUN 26, 1994    015   2150     0      2     F2     083    

MAY 18, 1995    019   1633     1     55     F4     083 

Jackson County Tornadoes 
 
APR 06, 1958    013   0003     0      0     F3     071    
MAY 26, 1960    006   1300     0      0     F1     071    
APR 15, 1965    004   1715     0      2     F3     071    
MAY 19, 1973    015   1615     0      9     F2     071    
MAY 27, 1973    021   1415     0      4     F2     071    
APR 03, 1974    023   2215     0      4     F3     071    
APR 04, 1977    006   1220     0      1     F2     071 
JLY 22, 1982    021   1400     0      0     F0     071    
MAR 24, 1984    006   1938     0      0     F3     071    
AUG 16, 1985    029   1330     0      0     F0     071    
MAY 09, 1988    006   1825     0      0     F2     071    
NOV 15, 1989    023   1755     0      0     F1     071    

MAY 18, 1995    019   1721     0      0     F4     071 
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Marshall County Tornadoes 
 
APR 08, 1957    006   1015     0      0     F3     095    
NOV 18, 1957    040   1730     0      6     F5     095    
APR 06, 1958    013   0003     0      1     F3     095    
MAR 07, 1961    005   2340     0      8     F3     095    
MAR 25, 1962    007   1715     0      0     F1     095    
APR 07, 1964    010   1000     0      0     F1     095    
APR 04, 1968    003   1300     0      0     F2     095    
JUN 27, 1972    010   0845     0      2     F2     095    
JAN 26, 1973    001   1545     0      0     F2     095    
MAY 08, 1973    012   0410     0      0     F2     095    
MAY 27, 1973    020   1330     0      3     F2     095    
MAY 02, 1974    028   1330     0      0     F2     095    
OCT 15, 1974    034   1605     0      1     F1     095    
MAY 08, 1975    030   2148     0      0     F1     095    
MAY 06, 1976    028   1750     0      0     F1     095    
JLY 31, 1976    029   1200     0      0     F1     095    
MAY 12, 1978    013   2335     0      0     F1     095    
MAY 18, 1981    012   1810     0      0     F1     095    
JAN 03, 1982    006   2245     0      1     F2     095    
FEB 22, 1983    005   1528     0      0     F2     095    
MAY 19, 1983    016   1435     0      2     F1     095    
JLY 05, 1984    035   0130     0      0     F1     095    
APR 05, 1985    004   1645     0      5     F3     095    
MAR 12, 1986    005   2022     0      5     F2     095    
MAR 27, 1994    005   1102     0     30     F2     095    
FEB 16, 1995    002   0506     5     60     F3     095    

FEB 16, 1995    003   0528     0      0     F2     095 

Madison County Tornadoes 
 
JUN 08, 1951    002   0900     0      2     F2     089    
APR 05, 1958    012   2230     0      0     F1     089    
JUN 06, 1961    011   1500     0      0     F1     089    
MAR 11, 1963    009   1740     0      0     F2     089    
NOV 24, 1967    018   1305     0      7     F2     089    
DEC 18, 1967    021   0325     0     27     F2     089    
DEC 21, 1967    024   1930     0      1     F1     089    
APR 24, 1970    007   0630     0      0     F2     089    
APR 26, 1970    008   0800     0      0     F1     089    
MAY 19, 1973    014   1440     0     10     F2     089    
NOV 27, 1973    035   1833     0     42     F3     089    
APR 01, 1974    011   2140     1      6     F3     089    
APR 03, 1974    018   1815     9    110     F5     089    
APR 03, 1974    021   1900     5    110     F5     089    
APR 03, 1974    023   2135     2      3     F3     089    
MAR 20, 1976    013   2208     0      0     F1     089    
MAR 20, 1976    015   2222     0      0     F2     089    
MAR 20, 1976    016   2222     0      0     F0     089    
MAR 20, 1976    017   2225     0      0     F1     089    
JLY 17, 1977    016   1345     0      0     F2     089    
APR 17, 1982    010   0425     0      0     F1     089    
APR 14, 1985    009   1920     0      0     F1     089    
AUG 16, 1985    032   1408     0      0     F2     089    
AUG 16, 1985    034   1530     0      0     F1     089    
JLY 28, 1986    010   2000     0      0     F0     089    
NOV 15, 1989    021   1630    21    463     F4     089    
NOV 22, 1992    015   0655     0      5     F2     089    
MAY 03, 1993    006   1735     0      0     F0     089    

MAY 18, 1995    019   1650     0      0     F4     089    

Source: http://www.tornadoproject.com/alltorns/altorn.htm  

http://www.tornadoproject.com/alltorns/altorn.htm
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Flood-prone Areas 
The entire state of Alabama is abundant with waterways and tributaries, possessing the most surface water volume to land mass in the country. However, its 
numerous tributaries, creeks, and streams contribute to the tendency of the region to produce flashflooding events, especially in the northern portion of the 
state. Roadways and critical infrastructure are vulnerable to these flood risks, especially during rainy seasons. The state has also experienced, however, 
especially in recent years, long periods of drought, affecting agriculture, soils, and vegetation. The region has endured extreme cycles of these diverse 
weather events. Land use planning, (i.e., where we build, avoiding flood-prone areas) and storm water management practices has always been important to 
the overall economy, quality of life, and resilience of the region. 
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Topography  
The topography in the TARCOG district is very diverse graduating from the mountainous terrain of the southern Appalachian foothills to lowland marsh areas 
along the Tennessee River Valley. It is characterized by distinct mountain ranges and numerous tributaries and flood-prone rivers. The Great Ridge and Valley 
system of Lookout Mountain in the eastern portion of the District (DeKalb) has rocky impervious terrain. Researchers now believe terrain may play a role in 
tornado behavior. 
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Depiction of the 2011 and 2012 Tornadoes Following the Exact  
Same Path in Madison County 

High-Risk Area 
Record tornadic activity, especially in recent years, has produced numerous research 
endeavors to try to answer the question of why exactly do so many destructive tornadoes 
touch down in Alabama, especially in the northern part of the state, and why do they 
usually hit some of the  same areas more than once.  Most of us are familiar now with the 
concept of climate change, carbon emissions, and the connection with more recent 
catastrophic natural disasters which have produced more intense and more frequent 
storms in recent years. But the question still remains why some areas experience more 
natural disasters than others. Atmospheric scientist at the University of Alabama 
Huntsville (UAH), Dr. Kevin Knupp, may have the answer of why tornadoes prefer certain 
areas over others. UAH researchers suggest that topography may play an important role in 
influencing a tornado’s path preference and intensity. Atmospheric conditions were just 
right for the April 2011 storm system that spawned hundreds of tornadoes over four days.  

 
 
 
 
But other factors contributed to the deadly storms as well. The study team 
identified three external factors – gravity waves, topography and surface 
roughness – that appear to influence the formation and strength of 
tornadoes. In studying several destructive tornado cases, researchers 
discovered that tornadoes that struck the communities reached peak 
strength adjacent to higher terrain. The researchers believe that tornadoes 
can be stretched and intensified or squeezed and slowed by slopes that fall 
or rise beneath them. Gravity waves, or a wave of energy pushed by the 
stability of the atmosphere, generate atmospheric ripples that factor in 
tornadic activity as well. Wind zones in the United States and moisture 
delivery also play a role. The gravity waves intensify the storm and provide a 
source of rotation for the tornado to tap into. Knupp first noticed the effect 
of topography in 1989 when the EF4 tornado hit the Airport Road and 
Redstone Arsenal area in Huntsville, and the same effect appeared  later in  
other nearby storms. Terrain features such as mountains and valleys play a 
pivotal role in the weakening or intensity of the storms. In observing tornado 
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Delivery of Moisture into Alabama 

behavior pattern over diverse terrain, the researchers noticed a weakening as it went over a mountain range in Huntsville, and intensifying as it descended 
into the valley below. Additionally, forest areas having a rougher surface than open agricultural regions and may cause tornadoes to be stronger and wider. In 
several of the case studies, multiple tornadoes prefer the same path, as well. This could explain why the 2011, 2012, 2013 tornadoes hit some of the same 
areas more than once in the District. Obviously the research is in the preliminary stages, and other factors such as differing altitudes and vortex changes, as 
well as region’s location, also factor in the study of the physics and dynamics of tornadic activity (Chattanooga Times). 

 
Disasters, whether natural or man-made, often know no boundaries and a community’s 
ability to recover is mostly determined by its capacity to respond to the magnitude and 
severity of the event.  A resilient region anticipates threats, studies the unique dynamics that 
may contribute to a higher consequence of disasters, develops resources to reduce their 
impact, responds appropriately, and recovers quickly.  A resilient approach extends beyond 
emergency responsiveness by utilizing planning and leadership to address local 
vulnerabilities and risks in order to plan smarter for future disasters so as to mitigate negative 
impact and recover quicker. Planners can better assess disaster-prone areas by observing 
areas prone to flooding or abnormal disaster activity in order to gauge risks and exercise best 
management practices, such as designation of conservation districts in flood-prone areas and 
no-build zones on steep terrain, or incorporate green infrastructure techniques to help absorb 
storm surge and enhance water quality. These are just some of the ways disaster planning 
can help mitigate the costly and dramatic effects of natural disasters.  
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Part II: Resilience 
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Resilience, Defined 
In light of recent incidents of extreme weather events and other disasters, planners have 
questioned the concept of resilience to describe economies and the natural and built 
environment. The word resilience has particular meanings in disciplines such as 
engineering and ecology, but now it has become more widely used particularly to describe 
the characteristics of individuals, communities, or regions and their reaction to negative 
disruptions- such as natural disasters or economic shocks. The Rural Policy Research 
Institute (RUPRI) defines a resilient region as one that is able to quickly anticipate threats, 
reduce the impacts of these threats by taking preemptive precautionary actions in order to 
respond appropriately so as to minimize impact and recover quickly (RUPRI). The National 
Science and Technology Council’s subcommittee on disaster reduction, 2005, described 
resilient communities as those that recognize and understand relevant hazards and 
threats, can forecast when a threat is imminent, are able to ensure that individuals at risk 
are safe in their homes and places of work, and experience with minimum disruption to life 
and economy after a disaster has passed (NSTC). The Community and Regional Resilience 
Institute (CARRI) expands on these characteristics: 
 
“A resilient community is defined as one that anticipates problems, opportunities, and 
potentials for surprises; reduces vulnerabilities related to development patterns, 
socioeconomic conditions, and sensitivities to possible threats; responds effectively, fairly, and 
legitimately in the event of an emergency; and recovers rapidly, better, safer, and fairer” 
(Wilbanks, 2008) (RUPRI). 

 
RUPRI also emphasizes that the disaster research in the last 20 years suggests that there is a great need for community and regional preparedness for 
multiple types of disasters, whether they are natural or man-made (RUPRI). A region’s resilience is determined by the severity and magnitude of the shock, 
such as the 2011 tornadoes or the 2008 financial crisis, and the region’s ability to respond and address those shocks based on internal vulnerabilities and 
available resources (RUPRI). 
 
The Economic Development Agency defines resilience as “the community’s or region’s ability to reduce the probability of system failure and other negative 
consequences resulting from a disaster or incident. Disaster resilience also focuses on reducing the time a community needs to recover from a disaster. Within 
the context of economic development, disaster resilience should include methods and measures to mitigate shock or future economic injury, promote a faster 
“up-time” for economic anchors (e.g. key businesses and/or industries), and enable a stronger capacity to troubleshoot vulnerabilities within the regional 
economy” (EDA). 

Resilience 
Merriam-Webster 
(1)The capability of a strained body to recover its 
size and shape after deformation caused 
especially by compressive stress; 
(2) An ability to recover from or adjust easily to 
misfortune or change. 
Oxford 
(1) The ability of a substance or object to spring 
back into shape; 
(2) The capacity to recover quickly from 
difficulties. 
(3) A body’s ability to rebound or bounce back 
from shock 
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In the aftermath of disasters, local and regional economies are very vulnerable. Businesses suffer costly damage, are disconnected from supply lines, lose 
sales, and experience interrupted operations. In some cases, they may be forced to close permanently. Local governments suffer as well. Sources of revenue 
are stymied due to businesses closing, job loss, and state and local taxes are lost. Cleanup and debris removal is extremely costly. When businesses and 
industries falter, communities cannot get access to goods and services. The Insurance Information Institute estimates that “15 to 40% of the businesses 
affected by natural and man-made disasters never reopen” (RUPRI). 
 
According to the NADO report, “Lessons from the Storm: Case Studies on Economic Recovery and Resilience,” communities and regions across the country are 
protecting their economies from the devastating consequences of disasters by implementing innovative mitigation, response, readiness, and recovery 
strategies. For example, by providing post-disaster gap financing to small businesses in emerging sectors, rebuilding their downtowns with safer or more 
disaster-resistant building standards, supporting the physical infrastructure of communities to be disaster-resistant by integrating green infrastructure 
practices into traditional stormwater and wastewater systems that are overburdened by storm surges, and supporting urban reforestation efforts, 
communities are taking steps toward resilience. Other strategies are analyzing risks and vulnerabilities, industry diversification, developing databases for 
business and infrastructure redevelopment opportunities, promoting readiness in communities, schools, and business plans, securing grants for storm 
shelters in public facilities, and integrating disaster resilience into economic development and land use planning. Natural disasters offer the opportunity to 
rebuild better and stronger than before. While the consequences can be devastating and costly, disasters can offer opportunities to re- envision the 
community’s future, identify strengths to capitalize on and weaknesses to address, and taking advantage of state programs that support sustainable town 
planning initiatives. Other strategies may include promoting development that is located away from disaster-prone areas, preserving  open space, and 
leveraging historic buildings and traditional downtowns to attract and retain businesses and young people. Many communities are using the opportunity to 
think creatively about sustainable economic development, by strengthening entrepreneurship programs, promoting workforce preparedness and re-training 
programs, and taking an asset-based approach for sustainable economic development and long-term wealth creation (NADO). 
 
In light of the Aprill 2011 tornadoes that drastically impacted the TARCOG District, the concept of resilience was addressed in the 2013-2018 District 
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS): 
 
“Closely related to the concept of sustainable economic prosperity, economic resilience is crucial to the District economy as well. Whereas sustainability refers to 
the ability of the economy to function over time, resilience refers to the ability of the local economy to bounce back from economic shock. Economic shock could be 
due to a natural disaster that affects a local economy, a plant closing, or anything having a significant negative impact on local jobs and income. A goal of 
economic resilience is to make the community shock resistant so that such events have as little negative impact as possible.” 
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The District CEDS was updated and adopted in September 2012. The CEDS recounts the needs created by the tornado outbreak and discusses the difficulties 
the local economy of DeKalb County has suffered with the decline of the area hosiery industry, and the continuing drop in unemployment. To address these 
needs as well as the needs of the other counties within the District, the District CEDS identified five overarching themes to provide structure for the long term 
economic prosperity of the District. “Resiliency, Recovery and Protection” was identified as one of the five themes in particular because of the needs brought 
to light by the April 27 event. 
 
As a program to support the District CEDS, the Recovery +Resilience Program provides a framework that specifically focuses on initiatives and strategies to 
enhance and support the resilience of the District in response to the April 27 disaster and addresses the specific needs and assets within the District.  
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Framework for Recovery + Resilience 
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A Closer Look at Ongoing Recovery in the TARCOG District 
 
Along with the TARCOG District Readiness Plan, the Ongoing Recovery Program focuses on providing ongoing recovery support for our communities. This 
involves: 
 

1) Continued Infrastructure Needs Assessment 
Through close communication with our communities, TARCOG Planning staff will continue to catalog and inventory infrastructure weaknesses and 
needs within the District. 
 

2) Continued Financial Assistance to Affected Communities 
As part of our role as a regional planning agency, TARCOG will continue to prepare grants and assist communities in need with project development 
and securing financial assistance for ongoing recovery needs and economic development projects.  
 

3) Continued Monitoring and Technical Assistance Support for LTCRs (Long Term Community Recovery Task Force) 
TARCOG will continue to attend meetings with county LTCR and VOAD task forces within our communities to stay updated on ongoing recovery or 
disaster preparedness planning needs. 
 

4) Continued Disaster Research, Needs Assessment and Data Collection 
As part of TARCOG’s existing Hazard Mitigation planning program, and disaster preparedness planning, TARCOG will continue research on past, 
present, and future disasters and gain intimate knowledge of needs, gaps, and weaknesses associated with recent disasters (such as the need for 
more safe rooms or debris removal equipment) within its communities, as well as collect local data on the specific disaster risks and vulnerabilities 
within each of its counties. This includes continuing the Hazard Mitigation program, providing hazard mitigation plans and updates for the individual 
counties, and GIS mapping of critical infrastructure and geohazard areas. 
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A Closer Look at Resilience in the TARCOG District 
 
As a program to support the District CEDS, the Recovery +Resilience Program provides a framework that targets specific focus areas with initiatives and 
strategies addressing the specific needs and assets within the District to enhance and support the overall resilience of the District. These focus areas are: 
 

1) Economic Diversification Planning 
Economic diversification is a key ingredient to creating a shock-resistant community. Diversification assures that when one major employer or 
employment sector suffers, there are other major employers or sectors that will soften the blow to the overall economy. When DeKalb County’s 
hosiery industry began to decline after NAFTA regulations were passed in the 1990s, there have been 7000 jobs lost so far in just one sector. It is 
important that a region can depend on many industries, not just one, so fewer jobs are lost if an industry fails. This also involves the concept of 
adaptability- a region’s ability to adapt to rapid change, whether natural or man-made. Broad demographic changes, technological advancements, 
and changing economic and fiscal realities, as well as climate pattern changes, will test a community’s readiness and ability to adapt to rapid change. 
Adaptation to changing external realities, such as globalization or new technology and industrial growth, will have to be realized in order to remain 
competitive. This may include retraining a diversified workforce prepared for changing industry and new technologies, and investing in the proper 
infrastructure necessary to support growing industrial demand. A prepared and diversified workforce will strengthen communities by being able to 
rely on other skills if, for example, a large industry falters in their community and numerous jobs are lost. Workforce preparedness is essential to 
economic diversification and adaptability which creates resilient communities. 
 

2) Asset-Based Planning and Development  
Asset-based development can be defined as a strategy that builds on existing resources—natural, cultural, structural, and human capital—to create 
valued products and services that can be sustained for local benefits. This strategy involves developing the region’s assets and identifying new and 
creative uses for liabilities in order to generate revenue and create jobs. It is a strategy that complements other economic development strategies, 
such as economic diversification. This strategy identifies the potential within a community and maximizes its impact, leveraging existing assets to 
develop new industries, or expanding on existing industries, developing new revenue streams by turning perceived liabilities into strengths, or 
developing untapped natural and cultural resources into desired products and services. Asset-based activities are specifically place-based, making 
communities come alive, enhancing community vibrancy and stewardship. Asset-based planning will both leverage the success of new enterprises 
and continue to support the region’s infrastructure for starting and growing locally owned businesses. 
 

3) Built and Natural Infrastructure Diversification Planning 
In infrastructure planning, diversifying our built and natural infrastructure will guard and strengthen a community’s support systems to be able to 
handle disaster situations, and help support the existing conventional infrastructure so as to mitigate the negative impacts of disasters. Much like the 
concept of economic diversification, alternative means of infrastructure in place will help the community depend on those alternative resources 
when traditional infrastructure fails. Examples would be to promote the integration of green infrastructure practices into traditional grey stormwater 
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and wastewater management systems, promote a diversified energy portfolio, tapping into other alternative power sources, such as solar or wind 
energy, to have available backup if conventional utilities and power supplies are damaged or go out. This strategy also supports economic and 
industrial diversification, as more jobs are created in new industries. A diversified energy portfolio is essential to community and regional resilience. 
Other examples of integrated infrastructure practices are alternative transportation planning that promotes safer, more complete streets for 
walking, biking, and other modes of transportation, and expanding broadband coverage to rural areas. 
 

4) Best Management Planning Practices 
As a region that is blessed with abundant natural resources and the most biodiverse area in the country, the District can leverage the natural 
infrastructure available – wetlands, forests, streams, -- to protect our communities and absorb storm damage during severe weather events. It is vital 
then that our natural infrastructure remains strong and healthy. Best management practices would incorporate environmentally-sensitive planning 
(watershed management, vegetative buffers, conservation planning, smart growth strategies, etc) into land-use and master planning activities to 
enhance the overall integrity and quality of life of our communities. For example, in land-use planning and zoning practices, using sustainable 
practices that take into account the natural topography and natural features of the landscape addresses water quality, ecosystem degradation, high-
risk areas or no build zones, vegetative stream and tributary buffers especially in agricultural land, and wetland protection zoning practice best 
management planning principles. These practices would protect the natural infrastructure in place – agricultural lands, wetlands, and forest reserves 
– that are necessary natural storm and pollution absorption systems. Proper planning standards and principles can be utilized to protect these vital 
resources now and for future generations. This formula is key to sustainable and resilient communities and regions. 
 

5) Community and Capacity Building 
Fostering a culture of capacity building and leadership within our communities is necessary for resilience planning and economic development 
projects. It is crucial for resilient communities to have the partnerships, leadership capacity, and organized collaboration in place to quickly mobilize 
during emergency situations and for successful community development activities. Collaboration is key to any successful community initiative. 
Planners have the expertise and skills necessary to educate communities on how to achieve building capacity and the critical mass necessary to take 
action and accomplish specific goals and objectives. Capacity building promotes communities, generates interest, momentum, stewardship, and the 
community investment necessary for successful local projects. 
 

6) Revitalization Planning 
A crucial component to resilient communities is the planning and revitalization of our downtowns, central business districts, and main streets, which 
provide multiple activities – commerce, business, public services, and community activities. Historic buildings and traditional downtowns attract 
businesses and young people to the area, and provide recreation and accessibility to all members of the community. It is the heart of the city, and is 
essential to small business development, urban renewal and economic revitalization. 
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7) Disaster Preparedness Planning 
Disaster preparedness planning has obviously become more and more important, especially in recent years, to protect and prepare communities for 
unforeseen catastrophes. This may involve infrastructure mapping, hazard mitigation programs, emergency operations planning, assessing risks and 
vulnerabilities within a region, scenario planning and geohazard mapping so that communities are aware of the risks, and are better prepared to 
address them quickly. Disaster preparedness planning is imperative for a resilient community. 
 

8) Regionalism and Comprehensive Planning 
A regional, comprehensive, and wholistic approach to planning is essential for resilient communities. There are forces in place that know no political 
boundaries and are shared among communities. They are economy, environment, such as agriculture, forest and water resources, shared 
infrastructure, such as transportation and utilities, growth patterns, and disasters. Regionalism is working together and sharing resources to meet 
needs and take advantage of opportunities. In the current global environment, regional solutions must be pursued to effectively address many of the 
issues confronting local governments. The advantages of regionalism are that communities can solve problems, working collaboratively to leverage 
greater resources and provide higher quality services at a reduced cost. Communities that work together can coordinate and organize quickly to 
solve problems faster. This is essential for a resilient community. 
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TARCOG Programs & Initiatives to Support Recovery + Resilience 
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TARCOG Programs and Initiatives to Support Recovery + Resilience 
 

1) Economic Diversification: 
TARCOG Economic Development and Planning Department supports regional innovation programs and research endeavors, consulting with 
University of Alabama Huntsville Research Department on the District Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, and other initiatives. 
TARCOG also supports education and workforce preparedness programs, and entrepreneurship opportunities by providing technical assistance and 
grant writing to these initiatives, as well as administering its Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) program for new and expanding businesses within the 
District. Recently, TARCOG has administered its RLF to a successful dairy farm and cheese producer, Belle Chevre Creamery in Elkmont in Limestone 
County to help expand their growing business. TARCOG also writes infrastructure and construction grants to support industrial expansion projects. 
within the District. TARCOG also believes in the concept of industry diversification, especially in smaller communities within the District that have 
traditionally only depended upon one industry. For example, TARCOG is currently in the process of expanding opportunities in DeKalb County, 
leveraging its existing natural and cultural assets to create jobs and new businesses, and bring in wealth into the county. The County has suffered 
significantly due to NAFTA trade policies that occurred in the 1990s, affecting the saturated hosiery industry in DeKalb. In the last several years, the 
County has lost some 7,000 hosiery jobs, crippling the economy. The Appalachian Regional Commission’s “Gateway Communities” program will help 
DeKalb capitalize on its existing resources to help expand its industrial base. 
 
 

2) Asset-Based Planning and Development: 
TARCOG Planning Department supports and promotes locally-grown businesses within the District and believes small, locally-owned businesses are 
a key ingredient to economic resilience. Currently, TARCOG is pursuing grant monies and providing GIS mapping services for the Food Bank of North 
Alabama’s Farm-Food Collaborative, which has the potential to capture millions of food dollars that are currently leaving the District due to the 
globalization of the agricultural industry. The North Alabama Farm Food Collaborative is a Working Group of local farmers, buyers and support 
agencies who have come together to help family farmers sell fresh, local foods to public schools, hospitals, grocery stores, restaurants, and 
workplace cafeterias in the region; increase access to healthy food choices for all residents; and keep food dollars local. The Food Bank also provides 
disaster relief to those in need throughout the District. 
 
As part of the DeKalb County economic revitalization plan, TARCOG Planning staff has secured assistance money for a team of community leaders 
within the county to attend the Appalachian Regional Commission’s “Gateway Communities” workshop that focuses on communities that are 
adjacent to public lands and have a strong arts and music heritage. As a strong asset-based planning project, team members will gain insight and 
knowledge from experts from The Conservation Fund, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the National Trust for Historic Preservation to 
leverage and capitalize on the county’s natural and cultural resources in a meaningful, sustainable way. As a county blessed with natural resources, 
such as the Little River Canyon, the cleanest water resource in the state, and its arts and musical heritage, DeKalb possesses untapped potential for 
new and creative place-based industries. After the workshop, the team will implement an economic development action plan in their communities.   
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TARCOG Planning staff is also writing a grant for the Mentone Arts and Cultural Heritage Center in Mentone, Alabama, and a downtown 
revitalization/adaptive reuse project for One World Eco-Adventure Company  to utilize an historic building in downtown Fort Payne for their 
expanding activities. 
 
TARCOG Planning Department also partners with the Coosa Basin and Tennessee Basin Clean Water Partnership activities throughout the District, 
as well as partners with the Alabama Forestry Commission on their current projects. 
 

3) Infrastructure Diversification Planning: 
Currently, TARCOG is writing green subdivision regulations for the Town of Mentone in DeKalb County in order to protect and manage the growth 
and development of Mentone. This will incorporate environmental engineering techniques into their stormwater management practices. Located at 
the headwaters of the Little River’s West Fork in the Coosa basin, the regulated growth and development of Mentone is crucial to the overall water 
quality of the state. 
 
TARCOG has attended numerous conferences and meetings involving the Alabama Broadband Initiative to expand utility infrastructure out to 
isolated rural areas. This is especially important to those insular communities that were hit by the tornadoes. 
 
Recently, TARCOG Planning staff completed the Arab Thoroughfare Plan, incorporating “complete streets” concepts by providing road network 
connectivity for safety vehicular circulation, and alternative transportation modes, such as sidewalks and bike paths, for Arab, Alabama in Marshall 
County.  
 

4) Best Management Practices: 
• Gurley Smart Code Planning Project  (Madison) 
• Arab Thoroughfare Plan (Marshall) 
• Mentone Green Infrastucture Stormwater Regulations Project (DeKalb) 

 
5) Community and Capacity Building: 

• ARC Gateway Communities capacity-building workshop (DeKalb) 
• Main Street Program – Albertville, AL (Marshall) 
• Mayor’s Designs Summit – Fyffe, Rainsville (DeKalb) 
• Alabama Communities of Excellence Program – Rainsville, AL (DeKalb) 
• Financial support (all) 
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6) Revitalization Planning: 
• Albertville Central Business District Improvement plan (Marshall) 
• Small Business Financing (RLF) (all) 
 

7) Disaster Preparedness Planning: 
• Madison County Fire Protection Plan (Madison) 
• County Hazard Mitigation plans (all) 
• GIS Public Infrastructure Mapping Project -  (TARCOG) has completed DeKalb and Jackson County public water system mapping, and is  

  currently extending this service to all other counties, involving all public infrastructure) (all) 
• Storm shelter grants (all) 
 

8) Regionalism and Comprehensive Planning 
• Comprehensive plans for individual communities (all) 
• Thrive 2055 Tri-State Regional Planning Initiative (northeast Alabama, northwest Georgia, and south-central Tennessee) 
• District Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (all) 
• Tennessee Valley Regional Consortium on Sustainable Communities (TARCOG, AAMU, City of Huntsville, North AL Food Bank  partners) 
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TARCOG Recovery + Resilience Program 
Work Program 

 
 
Three point program: Recovery; Readiness; Resilience 
 
1. Initial Inquiry and Interview 
 a. Inquiry and interview of: 
 
  1) municipal and county governments,  
  2) county emergency management agencies,  
  3) economic development representatives,  
  4) chamber of commerce representatives. 
 
b. To determine short-term needs relative to recovery by business and industry as well as local public infrastructure. 
c. To explore long-term concerns relative to business and industry preparedness. 
d. To explore long-term concerns relative to overall economic resilience. 
 
2. Provide technical assistance relative to short-term needs, including grant writing, grant administration, recovery planning, etc. 
3. Prepare materials for Business and Industry Preparedness Workshop.  
4. Conduct Business and Industry Preparedness Workshop. 
5. Review literature on economic resilience and economic shock. 
6. Examine local conditions in light of literature review and initial inquiry and survey. 
7. Outline a Framework for Recovery + Resilience in the TARCOG District 
8. Prepare final report 
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Periodic progress reports for Project No. 04-86-06565: 
 
Progress Report #1:   (September 1, 2011 to March 31, 2012) 
 

• Met with the four other regions within the state of Alabama that are involved in the recovery process or similar programs to coordinate activities; 
 

• Monitored and attended meetings of the statewide Long-Term Community Recovery (LTCR) Task force being coordinated by the Alabama 
Department of economic and community affairs (ADECA); 

 
• Assisted the City of Rainsville and DeKalb County in coordination of their recovery efforts with the DeKalb County Emergency Management Agency, 

and Federal Emergency Management Agency; 
 

• Provided technical assistance to the City of Rainsville relating to project development associated with their recovery efforts; 
 

• Provided technical assistance to the DeKalb County Commission relating to project development associated with their recovery efforts; 
 

• Assisted the City of Rainsville and DeKalb County with project and program development specifically relating to use of HUD/CDBG resources, EDA 
resources and other resources and recovery efforts; 

 
• Worked with the DeKalb County Economic Development Authority and the development of a work program for recovery associated with a 

countywide economic develop strategy; and 
 

• Participated as a panelist in the program “Turning Regional Resiliency into Economic Development” that was held on November 20- 21, 2011 in 
Huntsville, Alabama by the Tennessee Valley Corridor organization 
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Periodic progress reports for Project No. 04-86-06565: 
 
Progress Report #2:   (April 1, 2011 to August 31, 2012) 
 

• Monitored and attended meetings of the statewide long-term recovery task force being held by the Alabama Department of Economic and 
Community Affairs (ADECA); 

 
• Monitored and attended meetings of the FEMA community recovery manager for DeKalb County, including assistance and coordination of 

”restarting” the community recovery planning process for the county; 
 

• Assisted the City of Rainsville and DeKalb County in coordination of their recovery efforts with the DeKalb Emergency Management Agency, and 
Federal Emergency Management Agency; 

 
• Provided technical assistance to the City of Rainsville and to the DeKalb County Commission relating to project development associated with their 

recovery efforts; 
 

• Assisted the City of Rainsville and DeKalb County with project and program development specifically relating to use of HUD/CDBG resources, EDA 
resources and other resources in recovery efforts; specifically including the coordination of efforts and the preparation of materials and budgets 
relating to anticipated requests for assistance from EDA and other funding sources; 

 
• Worked with the DeKalb County Economic Development Authority with the development of a work program for recovery associated with the 

countywide economic develop strategy, specifically including the preparation of materials and budgets relating to anticipated request for assistance 
from EDA and other funding sources; and 

 
• Coordinated and participated in meetings where the topic of discussion included recovery and resilience, using those discussions as a basis for the 

inclusion of recovery and resilience concepts and objectives in the recently updated district CEDS; 
 

• Maintains communications with the Alabama Forestry Commission in relation to storm recovery efforts; 
 

• Reported on a regular monthly basis to the TARCOG Board of Directors on the progress of recovery efforts. 
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Periodic progress reports for Project No. 04-86-06565: 
 
Progress Report #3:   (September 1, 2012 to March 31, 2013) 
 

• Monitored meetings of the statewide long-term recovery task force being coordinated by the Alabama Department of Economic and Community 
Affairs; 

 
• Monitored and attended meetings of the FEMA community recovery manager for the County following the “restarting” of the community recovery 

planning process for DeKalb County; 
 

• Continued to provide assistance to the City of Rainsville and DeKalb County in coordination of their recovery efforts with the Emergency 
Management Agency, and FEMA; 

 
• Continued to provide technical assistance to the City of Rainsville and to the DeKalb County Commission relating to project development associated 

with their recovery efforts; 
 

• Assisted the City of Rainsville and DeKalb County with project and program development specifically relating to use of HUD/CDBG resources, EDA 
resources and other resources in recovery efforts; specifically including the coordination of efforts and preparation of materials and budgets relating 
to anticipated requests for assistance from EDA and other funding sources; 

 
• Attended meetings of the Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs related to the use of CDBG funds for disaster recovery; 

 
• Assisted the communities of Rainsville and Fyffe in the preparation of resources which were used in the “Mayor’s Design Summit.” The Mayor’s 

Design Summit was hosted by Design Alabama, Inc. The summit brought the mayors of the selected storm impacted communities together with 
design professionals to a workshop that used both verbal and graphic design techniques to provide the mayors with an extensive range of ideas for 
redevelopment and recovery. 

 
• Reported on a regular monthly basis to the TARCOG Board of Directors on the progress of recovery efforts. 
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Periodic progress reports for Project No. 04-86-06565: 
 
Progress Report #4:   (March 31, 2013 to September 30, 2013) 
 

• Staff has monitored meetings and activities of the statewide long-term recovery task force being coordinated by the Alabama Department of 
economic and community affairs (ADECA); currently, ADECA is coordinating with the state of Alabama emergency management agency to prepare 
the final Alabama long-term recovery strategic plan. The draft document, dated July 2013, has been prepared and is currently under review; staff will 
continue to monitor and support plan development and final adoption. 
 

• Staff has continued to coordinate with the County emergency management agency. The Agency has requested TARCOG in updating the Hazard 
Mitigation plan to include recommendations that address communication infrastructure gaps and barriers. Additionally, the agency has requested 
TARCOG identify grants to address county communication infrastructure needs. 
 

• Staff has continued to provide technical assistance to the city of Rainsville and to DeKalb County in recovery related project development. Staff 
attended the Rainsville and DeKalb County long-term recovery committee meeting in June to review upcoming grant cycles and assist communities 
in identifying grant resources to support community needs related to disaster resiliency and recovery. 
 

• Staff assisted the city of Rainsville and DeKalb County with project and program development relating to use of HUD/CDBG resources, EDA 
resources and other resources in recovery efforts. Staff anticipates providing technical assistance in the administration of round two of CDBG 
disaster recovery supplemental funds – $672,135 awarded to DeKalb County for road improvements. RECEIVED. 
 

• Staff has attended meetings of the Alabama Department of economic and community affairs related to the use of CDBG funds for disaster recovery. 
 

• Staff has reported, on a regular monthly basis, to the TARCOG board of directors on the progress of recovery efforts 
 

• Addendum: Staff has also gathered data, and generated a public water system mapping project (with ARC funding), to locate the public water 
systems of DeKalb County and Jackson County Alabama. 
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Periodic progress reports for Project No. 04-86-06565: 
 
Progress Report #5:   (September 30, 2013 to DATE): 
 
 

• Staff has attended workshops, most recently the “Make it in DeKalb” workshop held at the agribusiness Center in Rainsville, Alabama. 
 

• Staff is currently preparing, coordinating, and providing technical assistance to form a “natural and cultural resources” asset-based development task 
force in DeKalb County (TEAM DEKALB task force action cmte) and has provided information and logistics for the group in the effort to send the 
team to Abingdon, Virginia for an ARC/NEA/Conservation Fund/national trust for historic preservation 3-day intensive workshop with the goal to 
formulate a strategic action plan for asset based economic development in Southern Appalachia/DeKalb County. (as part of the Recovery & 
Resilience Program) for the TARCOG District.  
 

• Staff has provided capacity building to the above activity, and  submitted and received grant for team acceptance and travel assistance to attend the 
workshop. 
 

• Staff is continuing to provide technical assistance to Limestone County and the community of Elkmont in efforts concerning their sewer and 
wastewater system, damaged by latest round of tornadoes 
 

• Met with DeKalb County/Fort Payne elected officials to discuss transportation needs 
 

• Currently strengthening the Agency’s RLF program 
 

• Staff is working intimately with DeKalb County on recovery and resiliency program efforts, as well as other resiliency program elements for the entire 
TARCOG district. 
 

• Staff continues to attend THRIVE 2055 Tri-State planning initiative, as well as other stakeholder groups TARCOG currently partners with 
 

• Staff continues to develop projects and write grants for asset-based ED projects throughout the District 
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